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Preface: Are You Evil? 
The kingdom is at peace, protected by the Forces of Good, but they have grown lax and weak. The Forces of Evil 

gather to overthrow them. But who shall rule in Good’s place? That is up to you! 

 
Forces of Evil is a game for 2-6 players. The players each play a Force of Evil, and must work together to defeat the 

Forces of Good. 

 

Players do this by building a dungeon, collecting treasure, and then guarding it with minions. All of this costs 

influence, which is a measure of the player’s power. Once a player’s influence is completely spent, they must rebuild 

it. When players replenish their power, adventurers will leave the castle to gather in town and eventually attack. It is 

up to the players’ minions to defeat these invaders before they can steal treasure or worse. Once the last adventurer 

has been lured into a dungeon and defeated, the game ends and whoever has amassed the most power, wealth, and 

prestige wins. 

 

Chapter 1: Components List and Descriptions 

Forces of Evil comes with the following components. 

 1 Game Board 

o The game board serves to organize the components used to play the game. 

 7 Force of Evil cards 

o These are the evil villains working towards Good’s Downfall. Each player chooses a Force of Evil 

during game setup. During the game, the Force of Evil card also represents a player’s Heart of Evil. 

 Cursed Necromancer 

 Infernal Succubus 

 Primeval Wyrm 

 Diabolical Demon 

 Tortured Abomination 

 Fallen Angel 

 Otherworldly Horror 

 4 Adventurer Cards 

o These cards are used both as a reference for adventurer units and to indicate which Castle Garrisons 

are still defended. 

 10 Minion Reference Cards 

o These cards contain summary information for monsters, creatures, and undead units. 

 36 Cards of Light 

o These cards are used by the Forces of Good to oppose the Forces of Evil. 

 22 Cards of Darkness 

o These cards provide opportunities for the Forces of Evil and aid them in their endeavor to defeat the 

Forces of Good. 

 21 Dungeon Room cards 

o Each player’s dungeon is made up of a series of rooms represented by these cards. 

 6 Dungeon Entrance Cards 

o These cards represent the entrance to each player’s dungeon. Heroes will always enter a player’s 

dungeon here. 

 15 Dice 

o Five 4-sided dice (2 white, 2 black, 1 gray) 

o Five 6-sided dice (2 white, 2 black, 1 gray) 

o Five 8-sided dice (2 white, 2 black, 1 gray) 

 2 Committed Action Tokens 

o Players will use these tokens to keep track of how many committed actions they have left during their 

turn. 

 1 Plot Token 

o Players will use this token to keep track of whether they have used their plot action on their turn. 

 184 Unit Tokens 

o Heroes and minions serve the Forces of Good and Evil respectively. They are represented in the game 

using these tokens. 

 20 Goblins 
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 10 Goblin Shamans 

 13 Hobgoblins 

 8 Ogres 

 16 Cockatrices 

 12 Giant Spiders 

 8 Manticores 

 20 Zombies 

 13 Skeletons 

 8 Wraiths 

 14 Fighters 

 14 Priests 

 14 Rogues 

 14 Mages 

 8 Web Tokens 

 24 Treasure Tokens 

o Treasure tokens are used to keep track of a player’s wealth in the game. They are necessary to keep 

some minions in your service. At the end of the game, each treasure token is also worth one point. 

 38 Influence Tokens (30 1-point tokens and 8 5-point tokens) 

o Influence is a measure of each Force of Evil’s power. Influence may be either positive or negative. 

Surplus influence is used to carry out actions in the game. Negative influence is damage that must be 

recovered from. At the end of the game, your influence, whether positive or negative, is also applied to 

your score. 

 Unquantifiable amount of Evil 

 

Chapter 2: Game Overview 

In Forces of Evil, each player takes on the role of a Force of Evil (hence the name!). Players recruit an army of evil 

minions, collect treasure, and build evil power while plotting for the perfect time to overrun the land. Once the Forces 

of Good are sufficiently weakened, they emerge from their dungeons and the game ends. However, there is only room 

for one evil overlord at the top, so each player must also take care not just to defeat the heroes that attack him, but 

also conspire to have the most power, wealth, and prestige at the end of the game. Otherwise, he will have to move on 

and find some other kingdom to possess! 

 

The game is organized using 4 game boards. On these boards are placed cards and tokens that affect all players. The 

Pits of Despair board is used for holding Cards of Darkness, which give players opportunities for recruiting minions 

and collecting treasure, as well as other things. The Pillars of Hope board is used for holding Cards of Light, which 

represent the efforts of the Forces of Good to hold back the players. The Kingdom board is used to track the game ’s 

progress and as a staging area for heroes preparing to do battle with the Forces of Evil.  Finally, the Underground 

board holds Dungeon Room cards that players may add to their own dungeon. 

 

The game takes place over a variable number of rounds. During each round, players take a turn in order. On a 

player’s turn he performs two committed actions and one plot action. In most cases, committed actions are found on 

Cards of Darkness and allow each Force of Evil to carry out his nefarious agenda. The plot action allows the player to 

draw new Cards of Darkness and put them into play. This creates new opportunities for that player while hopefully 

limiting those of his “allies”. 

 

Throughout the game, players occasionally need to maintain their dungeons. This means moving treasure and 

minions about as well as satisfying upkeep requirements for those minions and any enhancements they may have 

built. 

 

When a player has run out of power (influence tokens), he must replenish it. Doing so, however, provokes the Forces 

of Good into assembling heroes in town and eventually attacking. When heroes attack, they enter the players’ 

dungeons and move from room to room until they are thwarted by minions, have successfully stolen treasure and 

returned home, or penetrated the Heart of Evil itself and damaged the player’s store of power. Obviously, the first 

outcome is the most preferable. 

 

Finally, the game ends when either the last Castle Garrison falls or the last Card of Light is drawn, triggering 

Armageddon. Each player tallies his points in power, wealth, and prestige. Players are awarded bonus points for 
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achieving certain strategic goals. Whoever has the highest grand total claims dominion over the kingdom and wins 

the game! 

 

Notes on Terminology 

Before delving into the rules for the first time, it is helpful to introduce a few terms. These terms are covered in the 

appropriate sections below. 

 

Heroes, Minions, Adventurers, Monsters, Creatures, and Undead 

The terms heroes and minions refer simply to whether a unit is allied with the Forces of Good or a Force of Evil. All 

units that are in a player’s dungeon are minions. All units that assemble in town and attack the players are heroes. 

 

Adventurers, monsters, creatures, and undead all refer to a category of unit. Adventurers are people of various 

professions from the civilized places of the world. Monsters are intelligent and organized to some degree, but 

generally regarded as destructive and uncivilized. Creatures are beasts and abominations that typically possess only 

animal intelligence and operate on instinct. Undead are non-living horrors that are united only by their hatred of all 

living things. 

 

Adventurers are typically heroes while monsters, creatures, and undead are minions. But do not confuse allegiance 

with category. If a rule refers to heroes, it means all units, regardless of category, that are allied with the Forces of 

Good. Likewise, if a rule refers to adventurers, it means specifically units of that category regardless of whose side 

they are on. 

 

Influence and Maximum Influence 

Influence is a measure of a Force of Evil’s current power. Tokens are used to measure this power similar to currency. 

However, there is only so much power a Force of Evil may potentially have and that is its maximum influence. 

Maximum influence is determined by the amount of influence icons on the player’s Force of Evil card plus those on 

cards in his dungeon. 

 

Chapter 3: Setup 

First, place the game boards on the table. The Cards of Light, Cards of Darkness, Dungeon Room Cards, and other 

components will be placed on this board. 

 

Next, construct the Deck of Light. For your first game, it is recommended you play with the following setup. More 

options can be found at the end of the rulebook. Starting with all the Cards of Light, remove the following cards 

depending on the number of players. 

 

 2 players: remove “Witch Hunters”, “Pub”, “Merry Brigands”, “Cult”, and all “Adventurers’ Guild” cards. 

 3 players: remove “Tournament”, “Missionaries”, “Thieves’ Guild”, “Wizards’ Council”, and all “Adventurers’ 

Guild” cards. 

 4 players: remove “Tournament”, “Missionaries”, “Thieves’ Guild”, “Wizards’ Council”, and all but one 

“Adventurers’ Guild” cards. 

 5 players: remove “Tournament”, “Missionaries”, “Thieves’ Guild”, “Wizards’ Council”, and all but two 

“Adventurers’ Guild” cards. 

 6 players: remove “Tournament”, “Missionaries”, “Thieves’ Guild”, “Wizards’ Council” 

 

It is also recommended when playing your first game to remove the “Meteor” card from the deck. 

 

Once this is done, take two “Peasants” from the Deck of Light and place them in two separate Pillars of Hope spaces 

on the game board. Shuffle the Deck of Light and place it on the designated space on the game board. 

 

Now construct the Deck of Darkness using all Cards of Darkness. 

 

Remove “Dark Ritual”, “Clouds of Fear, Uncertainty, and Doubt”, “Savages”, and “Hatchery” from the Deck of 

Darkness and place them in four separate Pits of Despair spaces on the game board. Shuffle the Deck of Darkness 

and place it on the designated space on the game board. 
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Construct the Excavation Deck with all Dungeon Room cards and shuffle it. Draw the top 3 cards from the deck and 

place one in each Explored Room space on the game board. Then place the Excavation Deck on its designated space 

on the game board. 

 

Place the four Castle Garrison cards face up in each Castle Garrison space on the game board. Put a number of 

adventurer unit tokens onto each adventurer card equal to the number of players in the game. 

 

Example 1) 

In a 3 player game, add 3 Fighters, 3 Priests, 3 Rogues, and 3 Mages to the designated spaces. 

 

 

 

 
 

Determine a starting player. You may fight over it or simply roll a die (highest roller is the starting player). Each 

round, all players take their turns in order going clockwise beginning with the starting player. 

 

Players now choose which Force of Evil to play and which Dungeon Entrance to start with (for your first game, you 

may wish to skip this step and instead randomly distribute a Force of Evil and Dungeon Entrance to each player). 

Beginning with the starting player and proceeding clockwise around the table, each player takes a Force of Evil card. 
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This card will also serve as his Heart of Evil. Then, beginning with the last player to have chosen a Force of Evil and 

proceeding counter-clockwise around the table, each player takes a Dungeon Entrance. 

 

Each player places his Dungeon Entrance card and his Force of Evil card in front of him. This represents his starting 

dungeon. Each dungeon entrance will indicate a number of starting minions or treasure. Players place the 

corresponding tokens on their Dungeon Entrance card. These are the players’ starting forces or wealth. 

 

Each player receives influence tokens equal to his max influence, typically 3. Max influence is determined by the total 

number of influence icons displayed on his Force of Evil card and his dungeon room cards. 

 

The starting player takes both action tokens and the plot token, and begins his turn. 

 
 

Chapter 4: Playing the Game 

Forces of Evil is played in rounds where, beginning with the starting player, each player takes a turn in sequence 

clockwise around the table. The core game play is actually rather simple and straightforward: on his turn a player is 

said to be Gathering Evil and he takes three actions. Two of these actions are called committed actions and one is 

called the plot action. Everything else that happens in the game basically results as a consequence of these actions. 

 

Part 1: Gathering Evil 

 

When a player is Gathering Evil, he must make two committed actions and one plot action. He keeps track of this by 

passing the corresponding action tokens and plot token to the next player as he completes each one. Plot actions and 

committed actions are collectively referred to as actions. 
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Once a player has finished his committed actions and his plot action, he checks his total influence to make sure it 

does not exceed his maximum allowed influence and then ends his turn. Excess points of influence are return to the 

common supply. It is now the next player’s turn to begin Gathering Evil. 

 

Gathering Evil may be interrupted by a Dungeon Battle, which is resolved immediately for all players when triggered. 

Once resolved, the player whose turn it was at the beginning of the Dungeon Battle resumes Gathering Evil. 

 

There are other events which may also interrupt a player currently Gathering Evil. These interruptions are described 

below. 

 

All cards except those in the Deck of Darkness, the Deck of Light, and the Excavation Deck are open information. 

Players may freely examine these cards as long as they do not change their placement order. 

 

Plot Action 

Each player must make a plot action once during his turn at any time before, after, or in between his two committed 

actions. The plot action may not be used while the player’s Gathering Evil is interrupted. When a player uses the plot 

action, he first passes the Plot Token to the next player, and then may draw one Card of Darkness from the Deck of 

Darkness. Every time a Card of Darkness is drawn using the plot action, it must immediately be put into play (unless 

the card specifies otherwise). Putting a Card of Darkness into play means choosing an empty Pit of Despair and 

placing the card in that space. If there are no empty Pits of Despair, the player chooses any occupied Pit of Despair to 

place the card on top of. The player may continue to draw Cards of Darkness one at a time, putting them into play, at 

a cost of 1 influence point. He must pay the influence point before drawing each card. He may continue doing this 

until he decides to stop, draws a card with an event, or has no more surplus points of influence. 

 

When the last Card of Darkness is drawn from the Deck of Darkness, reshuffle all discarded Cards of Darkness into a 

new Deck of Darkness. 

 

Remember, a player does not have to draw a Card of Darkness when he uses the plot action. 

 

Committed Actions 

Each player must make two committed actions during his turn. He may choose to make the same action twice. 

Committed actions are indicated by a committed action icon (circle with a check mark) on all cards in play. Cards in 

play on a player’s turn are: the top card of each Pit of Despair and Pillar of Hope, his Force of Evil card, and all 

Dungeon Rooms in his dungeon, another player’s dungeon, or in an Explored Room space. When the player uses a 

committed action, he passes one of the Action Tokens to the next player, pays the influence cost of the action (if any), 

then resolves the effect of the chosen action. 

 

In addition to committed actions indicated on cards in play, the following common actions are also available to the 

player as committed actions on his turn: 

 Expand the Dungeon 

 Build Influence 

 Attach a Card 

 

Committed actions have numerous effects, all of which are described in detail below. 

 

When a player uses a committed action on a card in another player’s dungeon, any influence he must pay is given to 

that player instead of being returned to the common supply. 

 

A player may choose a committed action even if he does not have the surplus influence to pay for it. However, doing so 

will incur damage to his Force of Evil putting it into submission. Damage is measured in negative influence points. 

For each point of influence a player cannot pay from surplus, he takes 1 point of damage. Once a player’s Force of Evil 

is in submission, he may not choose any committed action that would cost further influence. He may only choose 

committed actions that are free or would result in him gaining influence. 

 

Expand the dungeon 

A player may expand his dungeon to include new rooms. When he chooses this action, he must first pay 1 influence. 

He may then choose any one of the face up Dungeon Room cards from the game board’s Explored Room spaces or 
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draw the top card of the Excavation Deck. Dungeon Rooms are added sequentially as the last room of a player’s 

dungeon immediately before the Heart of Evil (the Force of Evil’s Heart of Evil always lies beyond the last room). 

 

Some dungeon rooms (such as the Dungeon Entrance) start with minions or other features already in them. This is 

indicated by a starting placement icon (circle with an arrow pointing to it). Place the appropriate tokens in the room 

at this time. 

 

When a player takes a room from an Explored Rooms space, immediately replace it with a new card from the 

Excavation Deck. 

 

After placing his room and any necessary tokens, a player may optionally perform Dungeon Maintenance. Dungeon 

Maintenance is described below. 

 

Attach a Card 

A player may attach certain cards to rooms in his dungeon. These cards say “attachable” on them. When a player 

attaches a card, he must also pay 1 influence. Place the card to be attached adjacent to the card it is being attached to 

in some way that is unambiguous to all players (for example, slide it underneath the card so that only the relevant 

text is visible). All text and icons on the attached card are now treated as though they were printed directly on the 

Dungeon Room card to which that card is attached, except for influence icons. Specifically, an attached Dungeon 

Room card will not increase a player’s maximum influence. 

 

If the attached card was taken from an Explored Room space, replace it with a new card from the Excavation Deck. 

 

After placing his room and any necessary tokens, a player may optionally perform Dungeon Maintenance. Dungeon 

Maintenance is described below. 

 

Build Influence 

Players typically recover lost influence by rebuilding it with this action. The Build Influence committed action is 

available to any player who has less influence than his maximum influence. 

 

When a player chooses the Build Influence action, he gains 1 point of influence from the common supply. He then 

must draw the top Card of Light from the Deck of Light and put it into play (unless the card specifies otherwise). 

Putting a Card of Light into play means choosing an empty Pillar of Hope and placing the card in that space. If there 

are no empty Pillars of Hope, the player chooses any occupied Pillar of Hope to place the card on top of. The player 

may continue doing this on the same Build Influence action until he decides to stop, reaches his maximum influence, 

draws a card with an event, draws an attack, or draws the last Card of Light. 

 

A player must pause his Build Influence action when he draws a card with a clarion call icon (trumpet with a flag). 

He will have to Assemble Heroes before continuing with his action. Assemble Heroes is discussed below. 

 

If the player drew a card with an attack icon, not only does his Build Influence action end, but his turn Gathering 

Evil is interrupted and a Dungeon Battle begins for all players. For convenience, these cards are called attack cards. 

Attack cards are never put in play (the player may discard the attack card for convenience, but remember to resolve 

all the text written on it). After the Dungeon Battle and subsequent Dungeon Maintenance are resolved, his turn will 

resume from where it left off. The Action Tokens and Plot Tokens are used to help keep track of this. Dungeon Battle 

is discussed below. 

 

Influence Surplus, Damage, and Submission 

At any given time, a Force of Evil’s influence is measured either in terms of surplus or damage (a player may not 

simultaneously have both). When a Force of Evil has no damage, it has a surplus (a surplus may be 0). When a player 

pays (or loses) influence, he first pays using surplus influence points. Once these are depleted, he takes damage and 

receives negative influence points equal to the amount of influence he is unable to pay from surplus. When a player’s 

Force of Evil has damage (or negative influence) it is said to be in submission, and the committed actions available to 

the player become limited (see above). 

 

While a Force of Evil is in submission, any subsequent influence points gained are immediately used to pay off 

negative points of influence (heal damage), they may never be spent on anything else. 
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There are times a player may have to pay influence to another player. Regardless of whether the player paying the 

influence incurs damage or not, the other player receives the amount of influence owed. 

 

Maximum Influence 

A player’s maximum influence is equal to the total influence icons on his Force of Evil card and each un-attached 

room in his dungeon. Other cards in play may affect this number. At the end of a player’s turn, he must return 

influence in excess of his maximum influence to the common supply. This is the last thing a player does before the 

next player begins his turn Gathering Evil. 

 

Part 2: The Consequences of Gathering Evil 

At this point, the core game play has been established. All that is left now is to cover the consequences of the various 

actions. 

 

Events 

Whenever a player draws a card with an event icon (lightning bolt), immediately follow the event instructions. The 

event will indicate whether the card is discarded or put into play. Events only take place when they are drawn. If an 

event affects more than one player, it is resolved for each player, starting with the player who drew the event and 

proceeding clockwise around the table. 

 

Ongoing Effects 

Ongoing effects are indicated by an ongoing effect icon (circle with an hourglass). These modify an action taken 

during a player’s turn Gathering Evil (ie: a rule found here in Part 2: The Consequences of Gathering Evil). Only 

ongoing effects of cards in play affect the game. Some ongoing effects are optional. 

 

Combat Effects 

Combat effects are indicated by a combat effect icon (circle with crossed swords). These modify one or more of the 

procedures during Room Combat (ie: a rule found in Part 3: Room Combat). A combat effect in a Pit of Darkness or 

Pillar of Hope affects all combat for all players in all rooms. A combat effect on a Force of Evil card affects all combat 

for that player. A combat effect on a Dungeon Room card affects only combat in that room. Some combat effects are 

optional and are not limited by whether a Force of Evil is in submission or not. For example, the Infernal Succubus 

may use Seduction multiple times and accrue more and more damage. 

 

Placing Minions 

When a player moves minions during Dungeon Maintenance or adds new minions, he must place them in his 

dungeon. When placing minions, the following limitations must be observed: 

 A player may not place minions in a room in excess of that room’s capacity. Capacity is indicated on the card 

next to the capacity icon (two figures). 

 Different minions have different Coexistence Restrictions which must not be violated. Coexistence 

Restrictions are detailed below for each unit category (adventurers, monsters, creatures, and undead). But 

may be summarized as follows: 

 Units with the solitary trait must be placed in a room by themselves. 

 Undead units may only be in a room with other undead units. 

 Creatures may only be in a room with the same type of creature. 

 There may also be prerequisites for placing minions which must be met. These are explained in the 

description for each unit or unit trait. 

 

If a player has more minions that he can place in his dungeon, he must choose which minions to place and return the 

rest to the common supply. If a player paid influence to gain these minions, the cost is not modified. 

 

Scoring 

The scoring action is a special type of action available on certain cards. A scoring action will indicate what is to be 

scored, whether it is a type of unit, a category of units, treasure, dungeon size, et cetera. Scoring affects all players, 

not just the player who chose the action (so scoring actions will probably, though not certainly, be taken by the player 

who stands to gain the most from them). When a scoring action is taken, all players look at their dungeons to 
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determine how many of what is being scored they possess. If a player has none of the requisite type, they score no 

points. The remaining players compare their numbers, and the player with the most, second most, and third most of 

the appropriate items receive influence as specified on the scoring card. For example, if the scoring action says, “Score 

creatures 3/2/1,” then the player with the most creature units (Giant Spiders, Cockatrices, and Manticores) in his 

dungeon receives 3 influence points. The person with the second most receives 2, and the person with the third most 

receives 1. If two or more players tie for most, second most, or third most, they each receive that amount of influence. 

 

Unless specifically noted otherwise, scoring actions cost no influence and the card they are printed on is discarded 

immediately afterwards. 

 

Example 1) 

Two players have creature units in their dungeons, and one of them chooses a scoring action for creatures printed on 

“Menagerie”. The player with the most will receive 3 influence points, the player with the second most will receive 2 

influence points, while all the other players receive nothing. 

 

Example 2) 

One player has 4 undead units in his dungeon, a second and third player have 2, and a fourth player doesn’t have any. 

One of the players chooses the scoring action on “Day of the Dead”. The player with 4 undead units receives 3 

influence points, the second and third players receive 2 and the fourth player receives none. 

 

Assemble Heroes 

Assemble Heroes is how heroes are added to or removed from town. Whenever a card with a clarion call icon (trumpet 

with a flag) comes into play, place the specified number of hero tokens into the town area on the board. Take these 

tokens first from the Castle Garrisons. If there are not enough tokens in a given Castle Garrison, take the remainder 

of the needed tokens from the box. This represents adventurers from distant lands entering the kingdom. 

 

Similarly, if a card with a clarion call icon is removed from play (by being discarded or covered by another card), then 

immediately return as many of the units specified on the card as possible to the matching Castle Garrison. Note that 

it is actually possible to swell the ranks of the Castle Garrisons by doing this. If one or more Castle Garrisons have 

been destroyed, return the corresponding units to the box instead. 

 

Example 1) 

Currently, there are 2 “Peasants” in play. It is a 2-player game so there are 2 Fighters, Priests, Rogues, and Mages in 

their Castle Garrisons. One player draws “Errant Knight” (1 Fighter). He moves 1 Fighter from the Castle Garrison 

to the Town. He then draws “Tournament” (1 Fighter per player). He moves 1 Fighter from the Castle Garrison, takes 

the second from the box (since the Garrison is at that point empty) and puts them both in Town. He does not like this 

so he draws a third card, which is “Peasants” (no heroes). Relieved, he covers “Tournament” with “Peasants” (thus 

removing “Tournament” from play--at least temporarily) and moves two Fighters from Town back to the Castle 

Garrison. 
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Dungeon Maintenance 

Dungeon Maintenance is when a player orders his minions about, moves treasure, and checks upkeep. Dungeon 

Maintenance may happen for the player whose turn it is, when he Expands the Dungeon or Attaches a Card. And it 

will happen for all players after a Dungeon Battle (unless they avoided it). 

 

Dungeon Maintenance consists of the following steps: 

1. Move Treasure 

2. Replace Minions 

3. Dismiss Minions 

4. Upkeep 

5. Build Enhancements 

 

Move Treasure 

The player may place treasure already in his dungeon in any rooms he pleases. 

 

Replace Minions 

The player must remove any minions from a room in excess of the room’s maximum capacity and place them 

elsewhere according to the rules for Placing Minions (this might be the result of an ongoing effect leaving play). 
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The player must take all minions in limbo and place them according to the rules for Placing Minions. 

 

The player may take any number of minions from his Dungeon Rooms and place them according to the rules for 

Placing Minions. 

 

Dismiss Minions 

A player may remove any minions he wishes from his dungeon and return them to the common supply. 

 

Upkeep 

Some minions have requirements to stay in a player’s dungeon. The most common requirement is treasure. For each 

minion in a room that requires treasure, one treasure token must be present in that room. Some minions require 1/3 

treasure. In these cases, up to 3 of these units may be satisfied by one treasure in the room. Always round these 

fractions up to the nearest whole number when determining how much treasure is needed in a room. 

 

If a player is unwilling or unable to place enough treasure in a room to satisfy its occupants, he must remove units 

from the room and return them to the supply until he does. 

 

Most enhancements also have requirements to remain in a player’s dungeon without falling apart and being removed. 

These requirements are detailed for each enhancement but typically require a number of units in the same room 

similar to the requirements for minions and treasure. 

 

Build Enhancements 

Some minions (for example, units with the web-spinner trait), allow players to add an enhancement to a room during 

this step of Dungeon Maintenance. If the requirements are met, players may place the relevant enhancement token 

in the appropriate room of their dungeon. 

 

Dungeon Battle 

Dungeon Battle occurs when an 

attack is triggered (usually by a card 

from the Deck of Light). The player 

who draws the attack card suspends 

his turn and all players begin 

Dungeon Battle. After this, the 

Gathering Evil stage resumes with 

the current player finishing his turn. 

Dungeon Battles consist of the 

following steps: 

 

1. Avoid the Attack 

2. Gather Hero Parties 

3. Perform Room Combat 

4. Penetrate the Heart of Evil 

5. Resolution and Spoils of War 

 

Avoid the Attack 

Suitably weak Forces of Evil may be 

overlooked by the Forces of Good. 

Attack cards often have conditions 

which allow players who meet them 

to avoid the attack if they choose. If 

the player avoids the attack, he does 

not participate in the rest of the 

Dungeon Battle stage or subsequent 

Dungeon Maintenance. Players 

choose whether or not to avoid an 

attack starting with the player who 

triggered the attack and proceeding 
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clockwise around the table. 

 

Gather Hero Parties 

With few exceptions, a group of heroes will attack each player’s dungeon. The size and composition of this group is 

determined by the attack card and the heroes in town. The attack card may specify a number of heroes automatically 

assigned to each player (some will not specify any heroes). Take these units from the Castle Garrisons if possible and 

then from the supply as necessary. Each player sets the heroes assigned to him next to his Dungeon Entrance. Now 

each hero in town is assigned to a player one at a time going clockwise around the table starting with the player who 

triggered the attack until there are no heroes left in town. Players do not choose which hero to take. They must start 

by taking a fighter if one is available, followed by priests, rogues, and mages. 

 

It may be possible, due to Good’s incompetence, for no heroes to muster an attack group for some players. Even so, all 

players who did not avoid the attack continue with the Dungeon Battle. 

 

Perform Room Combat 

Now the Dungeon Battle begins in earnest. 

 

Dungeon Battle is mainly comprised of a series of Room Combats for each player. This may be done simultaneously in 

order to speed up the game. If an attack group has managed to assemble outside the player’s dungeon, they will enter 

it and engage in Room Combat in each room of the player’s dungeon starting with the Dungeon Entrance. When one 

Room Combat finishes, the heroes will move to the next room and Room Combat will begin again for that room. This 

continues until all the heroes have either been driven from the dungeon or moved from the last room to the Heart of 

Evil (this is called Penetrating the Heart of Evil). 

 

Room Combat is described in detail below. 

 

Penetrating the Heart of Evil 

If a player fails to remove one or more heroes from his dungeon before they move from the last room to his Heart of 

Evil, then the heroes are said to have Penetrated the Heart of Evil. For each hero unit that does, the player must pay 

1 influence point. This humiliation throws his underground domain into chaos allowing the heroes to escape his 

dungeon unscathed. Return each hero unit to his Castle Garrison (if the garrison was previously destroyed, return 

them to the common supply). 

 

Resolution and Spoils of War 

After all players have finished Room Combat, hopefully without the heroes Penetrating their Hearts of Evil, 

resolution takes place. 

 

First, all Cards of Light currently in play are discarded. If it has not been already, discard the attack card as well. 

Check if any Castle Garrisons are empty (have no units). Remember, the town will also be empty at this time. Empty 

garrisons are defeated and turned face down. Any subsequent units that would be returned to that garrison are 

instead returned to the box. 

 

War is never a good thing for the kingdom. The Forces of Evil are able to take advantage of the state of exhaustion 

that follows in the wake of Dungeon Battle. Each player that participated in the battle receives Spoils of War. 

Starting with the player who triggered the attack and going clockwise around the table, each player may take either 

2 influence points or 1 treasure. Furthermore, all minions recover their full complement of hit points. 

 

Finally, all players who did not avoid the attack must perform Dungeon Maintenance. Once finished, play resumes 

with the current player Gathering Evil. 

 

Part 3: Room Combat 

Room Combat is a major part of Forces of Evil. This is when a player’s recruitment strategy is put to the test and it 

can make or break a player’s position in the game. Room Combat proceeds as follows: 

1) Heroes Enter the Room 

2) Fill the Frontlines 

3) Strike 

4) Resolve Damage 
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5) Push Through 

6) Flee 

7) Continue Fighting or Ransack the Room 

8) Move to the Next Room or Penetrate the Heart of Evil 

 

Some cards in play may affect Room Combat. Such effects are indicated by a combat effect icon (crossed swords in a 

circle). If such an icon appears on a Dungeon Room card, it affects only Room Combat taking place in that room. If it 

appears on a Card of Darkness or Card of Light in play, it affects all combat in every room for all players. 

 

Heroes Enter the Room 

Room Combat begins with heroes entering a Dungeon Room. Heroes always enter each room with full hit points 

(when heroes move to a new room, they drink healing potions and cast spells, recovering completely from wounds 

suffered previously). If there are no defending minions, then skip to the Heroes Ransack the Room. 

 

Fill the Frontlines 

There is only so much space in a room for opponents to clash directly with one another. To represent this, each room 

has a number of frontline positions indicated by the frontlines icon (two opposing swords). This is how many pairs of 

units may strike simultaneously. When resolving room combat, heroes and minions will be arrayed against one 

another based upon this limit. To do this, follow these steps: 

1. Place a number of hero units equal to the frontlines number. So in a Dungeon Entrance, place 3 heroes (or all 

the heroes if there are fewer than 3) in a line. If this is not the first round of combat, there may already be 

units in the frontline, so only replace those that have fallen. Fighters are always placed first in the frontline 

positions (before other units). Mages are always placed last in frontline positions (after all other units).  

2. Place any remaining heroes directly behind a frontline hero until each frontline hero has exactly one hero 

behind it (or until there are no more heroes). These heroes are considered to be in support positions. If this is 

not the first round of combat, the player may choose to change the order of heroes in support positions. 

3. Heroes still left over after all frontline and support positions are filled are considered to be in reserve and 

cannot affect combat. Note that a player may not put units into support positions until all frontline positions 

are filled, nor may he place units into reserve until all support positions have been filled. The specific 

arrangement of units on the frontlines and support positions does not matter as long as the above rules are 

observed. 

4. Once heroes are positioned, place minions in as many frontline positions as possible, starting with all 

positions directly opposite a frontline hero. 

5. Once the frontline positions are filled, begin filling support positions, and then finally reserve 

positions—same way as for heroes. If this is not the first round of combat, the player may rearrange units in 

support positions. 

 

Locked in Combat 

Once two units are paired off in a frontline position, they are said to be locked in combat. Neither unit may be 

repositioned during this step until one is slain. 

 

Strike 

Once units are in position, a round of strikes commences. Each frontline unit makes a melee strike and rolls one die. 

A support unit with a range attack will make a range strike and also rolls one die. Heroes, which are the attacking 

units, roll white dice. Minions, which are the defending units, roll black dice. These two groups of dice are called pools. 

Other colored dice may be substituted but the pool (either white or black) to which they belong must be established 

before rolling. The type of die rolled is determined by the unit’s tier, which is indicated by an attack die icon and the 

shape of the unit token: a 4-sided die by a triangle (▲), a 6-sided die by a square (■), and an 8-sided die by a diamond 

(◆). In the unit description following the attack die icon is a damage number. On unit tokens the damage number is 

indicated by the same number of wedge slices. The color of the number or wedge slice indicates special effects of 

damage from that unit, discussed later. 

 

Each frontline unit will have an Opposing Unit. If there is an enemy unit in the frontline position opposite, then this 

is the Opposing Unit. If there is not, then that unit is a Flanking Unit and its Opposing Unit is the next enemy down 

the line to its left or right (player’s choice). The Opposing Unit of a unit with a range attack is the same as the 

frontline unit it supports. 
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Roll the appropriate dice for each frontline unit’s melee attack and each support unit’s range strike. Assign the dice 

from each pool to valid units according to their tier. Minions can only be assigned dice from the black dice pool and 

heroes from the white dice pool. Then add any appropriate attack modifiers to the die rolls. This is the unit’s combat 

score. The minimum is 0. 

 

Resolve the strikes. Total the individual combat scores for all units that are attacking the same enemy unit (ie units 

that have the same Opposing Unit). The side with the higher total will hit their enemy. If both sides are equal, then 

one unit from each side hits the other. Units always hit their Opposing Unit, so Flanking Units and units with range 

attacks will never be hit. 

 

When there are Flanking Units (including range attacks), the unit that hits is determined by which one has the 

highest combat score. If the side with Flanking Units’ combat score greatly exceeds that of the opponent, it is possible 

more than one unit will hit!  Consult the following table: 

When one side with multiple attackers’ Combat Score is: 

>= Opposing Unit’s Combat score – unit on that side with highest score hits 

> 2 x Opposing Unit’s Combat score – unit with second highest score also hits 

> 3 x Opposing Unit’s Combat score – unit with third highest score also hits 

> 4 x Opposing Unit’s Combat score – unit with fourth highest score also hits, etc. 

The maximum number of units that can hit is limited to the number of units on that side. If two units have equal 

combat scores but only one can hit, the player chooses which one hits. 

 

Example 1) 

3 Goblins are facing off against 1 Fighter, with the bottom Goblin being directly opposite the Fighter. The bottom 

Goblin and the Fighter are one another’s Opposing Units. The center Goblin and the top Goblin have no unit opposite 

them so they become Flanking Units. The center Goblin’s Opposing Unit becomes that of the adjacent bottom Goblin. 

Likewise, the top Goblin’s Opposing Unit becomes the Opposing Unit of the adjacent center Goblin (ie: also the 

Opposing Unit of the bottom Goblin). Essentially, all three Goblins attack the lone Fighter. The player rolls 3 4-sided 

dice for the Goblins and 1 8-sided die for the Fighter. The results are 3, 2, 4, and 2 respectively. The Goblins’ side’s 

total is 9, while the Fighter’s side is 2. That is not just higher than the Fighter’s combat score, it is more than 4 times 

higher. This means up to 4 units would do damage. However, since there are only 3 Goblins, the maximum number of 

units that can hit is three. Each goblin hits and does damage to the Fighter once, more than enough to slay him. 

 

 
 

Example 2) 

1 Ogre and 1 Goblin are facing off against 1 Fighter and 2 Rouges. The player positions the heroes top to bottom 

Fighter, Rogue, and Rogue. He then puts his Ogre in front of the Fighter, and his Goblin in front of the farthest Rogue. 

This leaves the center Rogue with no opposing unit and he becomes a Flanking Unit. Since the Rogue has two 

adjacent units with Opposing Units, the player decides which one the Rogue will flank. He chooses to have the Rogue 

flank the Ogre instead of the Goblin. The player rolls the dice. He rolls 2 on the 8-sided black die, 3 on the 4-sided 

black die, 1 on the 8-sided white die, and 2 and 3 on two 6-sided white dice. He must assign 2 for the Ogre, 3 for the 

Goblin, and 1 for the Fighter. He assigns 2 for the center Rogue, and 3 for the last Rogue. The side with the Ogre is 

facing off against the side with the Fighter and the Rogue. The heroes’ side’s total is 3, which is greater than the 

Ogre’s 2, but not 2 or more times greater, so only one hero hits. Since the Rogue’s combat score is greater than the 
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Fighter’s combat score, it is the Rogue who does damage. In this case, because the Fighter and the Rogue both do the 

same amount of damage, it was irrelevant. Now the next pair of combatants is the Goblin and the Rogue. The 

Goblin’s combat score is greater and so he hits the Rogue who is slain once damage is resolved. 

 

 
 

Final Note: 

Who hits who is rarely important in practice and is intended for use in future expansions for experienced players. 

Currently, it is relevant only on 2 occasions: 1) when fighting with Zombies and 2) with Cockatrices and Giant 

Spiders in a Mushroom Grove. 

 

Resolve Damage 

Once hits are determined, it is time to Resolve Damage. Record accumulated damage by rotating the unit’s token. 

When a unit has no more hit points remaining, it is slain. Unless explicitly stated otherwise (eg: zombie-plague) 

players keep slain heroes next to their Hearts of Evil as prestige. It is possible for a unit to take more damage than it 

has hit points remaining. If multiple units hit the same unit, it takes damage from all those units (ie: 

simultaneously).  

 

If applicable, also check special combat effects at this time, such as the Cockatrice’s death-gaze. Some of these effects 

are dependent on the original die roll, not the modified combat score. It is possible for a unit to be slain before 

resolving damage. In this case, neither it nor its opposing unit can damage one another. 

 

Example 1) 

A Rogue was hit by a Skeleton and a flanking Zombie for 1 point of damage from each—a total of 2 damage. The 

Rogue will become a Zombie because he was slain by a Zombie. He was simultaneously slain by the Skeleton but that 

does not prevent him becoming a Zombie. 

 

 
 

Example 2) 
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A Fighter and 2 Rogues are fighting a Manticore in a chasm. One Rogue is supported by the second Rogue and rolls a 

1. The Fighter rolls a 2. The opposing Manticore also rolled a 1. The frontline Rogue’s modified combat score is 2, but 

he falls into the chasm immediately and is slain because his original die roll was a 1. The Manticore is flying and so it 

does not fall into the chasm. Although the heroes’ combat score is enough to hit with two units, only the fighter 

remains and so only he actually does damage. 

 

 
 

Priests and bonus hit points 

Priests in support positions add one extra maximum hit point to the unit they support as long as they support them. 

The first point of damage the unit suffers is deducted from the bonus hit point. If the Priest leaves the support 

position, that extra maximum hit point is lost—but damage already deducted from the extra hit point is not then 

applied to the unit’s regular remaining hit points. If the Priest is repositioned in support of new unit, that unit gains 

the extra hit point only if it was not already deducted previously from another unit. Tilt the priest token to indicate 

whether his bonus hit point has been used or not while in support. 

 

Example 1) 

A Fighter, a Rogue, and a Priest are fighting two Ogres in a Narrow Passage. The Fighter is supported by the Priest 

and takes 1 damage from an Ogre. The Rogue takes 1 damage from the other Ogre and is slain. The Priest is 

repositioned to the now vacant frontline spot. Although the Fighter already took 1 damage, it was deducted from the 

extra hit point so he still has 2 hit points remaining; only his maximum hit points are reduced (from 3 to 2). 

 

Push Through 

After damage is resolved and slain units are removed, count the number of heroes. If it is twice the number of 

minions or more, then the heroes successfully Push Through. Set aside all units except frontline units that still have 

an Opposing Unit (ie: are locked in combat). These units will move to the next room after this Combat is concluded. 

Note that heroes set aside from a successful Push Through do not Ransack the Room. 

 

Example 1) 

A Fighter, a Priest, and a Mage are fighting an Ogre in a Narrow Passage. The Ogre is directly opposite the Fighter 

and the Priest is flanking. After the first round of combat, the Fighter (with help from the Priest and Mage) hits the 

Ogre inflicting 1 point of damage. Now it is time to check Push Through. There are 3 attacking units versus 1 

defending unit which is twice or more than the number of defending units. Since the Ogre is occupying the frontline 

position directly opposite the Fighter, he stays to fight. But the Priest is set aside because he has no unit in front of 

him. The Mage is also set aside because he is in support. They run past the Ogre leaving their friend the Fighter to 

(hopefully) finish up, after all, things were going well when they left! 
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Example 2) 

A Fighter, two Priests, three Rogues, and two Mages (8 heroes!) are fighting five Hobgoblins in a Large Cavern. There 

are only four frontline positions. The Fighter, with the help of one of the Mages, successfully slays his opposition. The 

two Priests and the frontline Rogue all damage their Opposing Units. Now it is time to check Push Through. There 

are 8 heroes versus 4 minions so the Push Through succeeds. Even though the fifth Hobgoblin was supporting the one 

that the Fighter slew, it is still in support meaning that there is no unit in the frontline position directly opposite the 

Fighter. The Fighter will be set aside to move on along with the two Rogues and two Mages that are in support. The 

two Priests and the frontline Rogue remain behind to face the remaining Hobgoblins. The Hobgoblin that was 

previously in support moves to the front line and is now a Flanking Unit. The odds have changed 4 versus 3 for the 

next round of Combat! 
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Flee 

Whether the heroes Push Through or not, the player has the option to flee any minions from battle that he chooses. 

These units are immediately set aside in limbo. 

Units with the fearless trait may not flee (see fearless trait Unit Traits and Damage Types). 

Continue Fighting or Ransack the Room 

If there are still defending minions and attacking heroes in the room, then a new round of Room Combat commences 

starting from Fill the Frontlines. 

 

Ransack the Room 

If there are attacking heroes in a room with no defending minions, then the heroes ransack the room. First, 

adventurers will loot Treasure. Each adventurer will steal one Treasure and return to his Castle Garrison until there 

are no more Treasures in the room. Rogues always steal Treasure before other adventurers (see the thief trait) 

otherwise the player may choose which adventurers steal treasure. Return stolen Treasures to the common supply. 

Remember, if a returning unit has no Castle Garrison, it is returned to the box instead. Next, if there are still units in 

the room, they destroy all room enhancements. Then the remaining units join any comrades that may have Pushed 

Through and together move to the next room.  
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Move to the Next Room 

If there is still a room remaining in the dungeon for the attacking units to enter, repeat the steps for Room Combat 

for the next room starting with Heroes Enter the Room. Otherwise, the heroes Penetrate the Heart of Evil. 

 

Chapter 5: Good’s Downfall and Game End 

Good’s Downfall marks the end of the game. It is triggered in one of the following three ways: 

 It begins, if, at the end of the last player’s turn during the Gathering Evil stage, all the Castle Garrisons are 

defeated (their adventurer card is face down). Any heroes in town abandon the kingdom and may be disregarded. 

 A specific card effect may begin Good’s Downfall. A crafty Force of Evil plays with this contingency in mind. 

 Finally, if a player has drawn the last Card of Light by Building Influence, he triggers Armageddon. 

Armageddon is immediately followed by Good’s Downfall. 

 

Armageddon 

When Armageddon begins, it marks the end of the current player’s turn, regardless of whether he has any actions 

remaining. Armageddon begins after the last Card of Light has been put into play or otherwise resolved. First, move 

all units from their Castle Garrisons into Town. Then destroy all remaining Castle Garrisons. Finally, begin one final 

attack the same way as any other attack triggered by the player who started Armageddon including Resolution 

followed by Dungeon Maintenance. Once this is finished, proceed with Good’s Downfall. Armageddon can still be 

triggered even after all the Castle Garrisons have been destroyed. 

 

Now that the Forces of Good have been driven from the land, the Forces of Evil emerge and the greatest among them 

is determined. 

 

Special Scoring Conditions 

Each Force of Evil has a special scoring condition, indicated by the 

icon next to their name. All players score bonus influence points 

for each one of these conditions using the same rules as a Scoring 

Action. The points rewarded are 5/3/1 (five points for first place, 

three points for second, one point for third). Remember, players 

with a count of 0 for any scoring condition are ineligible to receive 

points. If one or more Forces of Evil have the same special scoring 

condition, the score bonus is calculated only once (ie: it is 

considered redundant). 

 

Example 1) 

The Cursed Necromancer scores undead units. The player in the 

game with the most undead (hopefully the Cursed Necromancer!) 

receives 5 influence, the player with the second most receives 3, 

and so on. 

 

Count Points 

Now players calculate their final score. This is measured by their power, wealth, and prestige. 

Count the number of slain heroes and treasure tokens. Add to that number the player’s influence points (negative 

influence will lower this number!). This is the final score. The highest score wins. In the obnoxious event of a tie, 

count the number of minions in each dungeon, and give one bonus point to the player with the most. In the even more 

vexing event that there is still a tie, the winner is the player who came latest in the turn order (ie: furthest from the 

start player). 

 

No matter what, Good always loses. 

 

Chapter 6: Kingdoms 

Not all kingdoms are the same, nor are each was as easy as any other to overthrow. Here are the kingdoms of Forces 

of Evil. Players may choose which one to challenge before the game starts. 
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Border Town (2 players) 

This is the basic kingdom for a player’s first game with 2 players. It uses all the Cards of Light except those which 

indicate a higher number of players. 

 

Border Kingdom (3-6 players) 

This is the basic kingdom for a 3 or 4 player game. Remove “Tournament”, “Missionaries”, “Thieves’ Guild”, and 

“Wizards’ Council”. Include one Adventurers’ Guild for each player in excess of three. 

 

Custom Realm 

Players may make their games faster, longer, easier, or more difficult by creating their own kingdoms to fight. Simply 

adjust the composition of the Deck of Light and give it a name! 

Chapter 7: Units and Dungeon Enhancements 

Allegiance 

Units will either be aligned with a Force of Evil, in which case they are called minions, or with the Forces of Good in 

which case they are called heroes. Typically, monsters, creatures, and undead will be minions while adventurers will 

be heroes. 

 

Unit Categories 

There are four unit categories in Forces of Evil: adventurers, monsters, undead, and creatures.  

 

Adventurers 

Adventurers are people of various professions from the civilized places of the world.  

 

Coexistence Restriction: none 

 

Fighter 

Tier 3 ◆ 8-Sided die; 1 physical damage 

Hit points: 2 

Support: none 

Upkeep: none 

Special: placed in frontline before other units 

 

Priest 

Tier 2 ■ 6-Sided die; 1 physical damage 

Hit Points: 2 

Support: Supported frontline unit receives +1 hit point. 

Upkeep: none 

Special: 1 magical damage vs. undead 

 

Rogue 

Tier 2 ■ 6-Sided die; 1 physical damage 

Hit Points: 1 

Support: Supported frontline unit receives +1 attack. 

Upkeep: none 

Special: thief 

 

Mage 

Tier 1 ▲ 4-Sided die; 1 magical damage 

Hit Points: 1 

Support: Range Strike 

Upkeep: none 

Special: placed in frontline after other units 
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Monsters 

Monsters are intelligent and organized to some degree, but generally regarded as destructive and uncivilized. All 

units of the goblin family are referred to as such by the term “goblin-kin” and count the same for the purposes of 

scoring and card effects. Specific units in this family will always be referenced by their capitalized name. 

 

Coexistence Restriction: none 

 

Goblin (goblin-kin family) 

Tier 1 ▲ 4-Sided die; 1 physical damage 

Hit Points: 1  

Support: none 

Upkeep: 1/3 Treasure 

Special: none 

 

Goblin Shaman (goblin-kin family) 

Tier 1 ▲ 4-Sided die; 1 magical damage 

Hit Points: 1  

Support: Supported frontline unit receives +1 attack. 

Upkeep: 1/3 Treasure 

Special: none 

 

Hobgoblin (goblin-kin family) 

Tier 2 ■ 6-Sided die; 1 physical damage 

Hit Points: 2 

Support: none 

Upkeep: 1 Treasure 

Special: none 

 

Ogre 

Tier 3 ◆ 8-Sided die; 1 physical damage 

Hit Points: 3 

Support: none 

Upkeep: 1 Treasure. 

Special: none 

 

Creatures 

Creatures are beasts and abominations that typically possess only animal intelligence and operate on instinct.  

 

Coexistence Restriction: creature units can only coexist with other creatures of the same type. For example, Giant 

Spiders may only be in the same room with other Giant Spiders. 

 

Cockatrice 

Tier 1 ▲ 4-Sided die; 1 physical damage 

Hit Points: 1 

Support: none 

Upkeep: none 

Special: death-gaze 

 

Giant Spider (arthropod family, arachnid sub-family) 

Tier 2 ■ 6-Sided die; 1 poison damage 

Hit Points: 1 

Support: none 

Upkeep: none 

Special: web-spinner 

 

Manticore 

Tier 3 ◆ 8-Sided die; 2 physical damage 
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Hit Points: 4 

Support: none  

Upkeep: none 

Special: flying, solitary 

 

Undead 

Undead are non-living horrors that are united only by their hatred of all living things. 

 

Coexistence Restriction: undead units coexist only with other undead units in the same room. 

 

Zombie 

Tier 1 ▲ 4-Sided die; 1 zombie-plague damage 

Hit Points: 1 

Support: none 

Upkeep: none 

Special: fearless 

 

Skeleton 

Tier 2 ■ 6-Sided die; 1 physical damage 

Hit Points: 2  

Support: none 

Upkeep: 1 Treasure 

Special: fearless 

 

Wraith 

Tier 3 ◆ 8-Sided die; 1 magical damage 

Hit Points: 2  

Support: none  

Upkeep: 1 Treasure 

Special: flying, immune to non-magic damage 

 

Special Traits and Damage Types 

 

death-gaze 

In combat, if this unit’s Opposing Unit’s die roll is less than or equal to the number of units with death-gaze attacking 

it, the Opposing Unit is slain during Resolve Damage. Furthermore, any Flanking Units that roll a 1 are slain during 

Resolve Damage. 

 
 

fearless 

This unit may not Flee. 

flying 

This unit ignores ground hazards (eg: Chasm). 

immune to non-magical damage 

This unit can only be damaged by attacks which inflict magical damage. All other damage types are ignored. 
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magical 

Arcane forces which can damage incorporeal and other tough foes. Magical damage is necessary against units with 

the immune to non-magical damage trait. 

physical 

Brute force: the most basic damage type and also the easiest to resist. 

poison 

If a unit has taken poison damage, it does not return to full hit points the next time Heroes Enter the Room. 

solitary 

This unit may not occupy a room with any other minions. 

thief 

This unit ransacks rooms before other units, stealing Treasure first. 

web-spinner 

This allows the Web enhancement to be placed during Dungeon Maintenance if all minions in the room have this trait, 

and there are enough minions to fill every frontline position. 

zombie-plague 

Any adventurer or monster unit slain by a unit with the zombie-plague damage becomes a Zombie and is set aside in 

limbo. Heroes that become Zombies are not kept for scoring. 

 

Dungeon Enhancements 

Dungeon enhancements are added to a dungeon room during Dungeon Maintenance. A room may only have one of 

each type of enhancement. 

 

Web 

The room is completely obstructed with webs. While this is the case, all minions receive +1 attack and 

flying. Furthermore, heroes fail all attempts to Push Through. The Web requires at least one unit with 

web-spinner in the same room during subsequent Dungeon Maintenance, or it is removed. 

 

Chapter 8: Optional Rules 

 

More Pillars of Hope 

Players may choose to add an additional one or two Pillars of Hope to the game. This increases the number of Cards 

of Light that may be in play simultaneously. 

 

More Pits of Despair 

Players may choose to add an addition one or two Pits of Despair to the game to make it easier. This increases the 

number of Cards of Darkness that may be in play simultaneously. 

 

More Expensive Rooms 

The game may be made more difficult by increases the cost of Expanding the Dungeon from 1 influence cost to 2. 

 

Raiding 

Players may attack the town with minions from their dungeon. This requires the use of an action. Players remove the 

minions they are attacking with as they see fit, but must obey the same restrictions for their raiding party as they 

would when placing minions in a room. The town acts like a dungeon room with a number of frontline positions equal 

to the number of undefeated Castle Garrisons. Combat is resolved as it would be for normal room combat. However, 

after each round of combat, the player must spend one point of influence to continue the battle. If he has no more 

influence or is no longer willing to pay, he must retreat his units (this is not considered fleeing). Combat also 

concludes if the last remaining hero has been slain. Unlike Dungeon Battle, there are no Spoils of War or Dungeon 

Maintenance afterwards. Units that survive the raid are instead placed in limbo until the next Dungeon 

Maintenance. Slain heroes are kept as prestige. If the raiding player defeats all defending heroes, he may choose to 

destroy one or more Castle Garrisons. 
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No Armageddon 

For a potentially longer game, players may elect before starting to ignore Armageddon. After the last Card of Light is 

drawn, instead reshuffle the deck and continue as normal. 

 

Chapter 9: Card List 

 

Cards of Light 

 

Peasants x 5 

Knight Errant 

Initiate Cleric 

Travelling Pedlar 

Journeyman Mage 

Pilgrims 

Mercenaries 

Apothecary 

Charlatans 

Tournament 

Missionaries 

Thieves’ Guild 

Wizard’s Council 

Merry Brigands 

Witch Hunters 

Pub 

Cult 

Adventurers’ Guild x 3 

Crusade 

Test of Courage 

Exorcism 

Robbery 

Drunken Dare 

Treasure Hunt 

Harvest 

Meteor 

Ride of the Valkyries 

Corrupt Nobility 

Betrayal 

 

Cards of Darkness 

 

Dark Ritual 

Clouds of Fear, Uncertainty, and Doubt 

Savages 

Hatchery 

Necromancy 

Plunder 

Tomb Raid 

Grave Robbing 

Spider Eggs 

Goblin Market 

Nomadic Horde 

Pillaging 

Menagerie 

Appeal to Brutality 

Fields of Slaughter 
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Capacity for Evil 

Black Sabbath 

Day of the Dead 

Syzygy 

Groveling 

Conspiring Evil 

Disloyalty 

 

Dungeon Rooms 

 

Abandoned Mineshaft 

Ancient Vault 

Forgotten Catacombs 

Goblin Tunnels 

Sinister Maze 

Spider Colony 

Chasm x 2 

Ice Chamber x 2 

Mushroom Grove x 2 

Narrow Passage x 2 

Small Cavern x 2 

Large Cavern x 3 

Huge Cavern x 2 


